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1: It's a Buzz World | The Crazy Story of our Life
On the 6th of February , an aircraft took off from a snowy Munich airport carrying Busby's Babes, one of the most
successful teams Manchester United have ever had.

Both passengers were saved by Harry Gregg. The accident resulted in the imposition of operating limits for
the amount of slush build-up permitted on runways. They claimed he had taken off without clearing the wings
of ice, which caused the crash, despite several witnesses stating that no ice had been seen. When the original
negative was examined, no snow or ice could be seen, the "snow" in the original having been due to the sun
reflecting off the wings, which was clarified when examining the negative rather than the published pictures
which had been produced from a copy negative. As the official cause, British authorities recorded a build-up
of melting snow on the runway which prevented the "Elizabethan" from reaching the required take-off speed.
Thain, having been dismissed by BEA shortly after the accident and never re-engaged, retired and returned to
run his poultry farm in Berkshire. He died of a heart attack at the age of 53 in August The 21st victim, Frank
Swift , the journalist and former Manchester City goalkeeper, died on his way to hospital. Duncan Edwards
died from his injuries on 21 February at the Rechts der Isar Hospital in Munich, and the final death toll
reached 23 several days later when co-pilot Ken Rayment died as a result of serious head injuries. At times, he
felt like giving up football entirely, until he was told by his wife, Jean, "You know Matt, the lads would have
wanted you to carry on. A team largely made up of reserve and youth team players beat Sheffield Wednesday
3â€”0 in the first match after the disaster. With seven players dead Duncan Edwards died just over 24 hours
later , and with only Harry Gregg and Bill Foulkes fit to play out of the surviving players, United were
desperate to find replacements with experience, so Murphy signed Ernie Taylor from Blackpool [64] and Stan
Crowther from Aston Villa. Bradley was the only one of the three players to play for the first team, and the
only one to sign a permanent contract. The remaining places in the team were filled by reserve players
including Shay Brennan and Mark Pearson. Bobby Charlton and Bill Foulkes were the only two crash
survivors who lined up in that team. Above the plaque was a teak carving of a player and a supporter, heads
bowed either side of a wreath and a football inscribed with the date "". The plaque was designed by
Manchester architect J. Vipond and constructed by Messrs Jaconello Manchester Ltd. The original plaque was
stolen in the s and replaced by a replica now located behind the counter in the press entrance. The clock has
remained in the same position since it was first installed. The plaque could not be removed without damaging
it, so the old memorial was walled up within the Main Stand and a new memorial was made, simpler than the
original, now consisting simply of a slate pitch with the names inscribed upon it, and installed in The trough
bears a plaque with the inscription: The new memorial was funded by Manchester United themselves and the
unveiling was attended by club officials, including chief executive David Gill , manager Alex Ferguson and
director Bobby Charlton, a survivor of the disaster himself. These include a menu card signed by 14 of the
players, including the eight who were killed, a photograph taken at the meal and a match ticket. The menu
card was acquired by the then British ambassador to Yugoslavia and was auctioned by his son in Red Star
Belgrade and Bayern Munich were touted as possible opponents for the match, and fans purchased tickets
without the opponents even having been decided. Edwards took the opportunity to combine the two events
into one. Martin Edwards was criticised for turning the match into a publicity stunt, while Elizabeth Wood, the
divorced wife of Munich survivor Ray Wood , compared the treatment of the Munich victims to that of
"dancing bears at the circus". Johnny Berry was forced to leave the flat he rented from the club to make way
for a new player. The match kicked off at 3: Representatives from both teams laid floral tributes to those who
lost their lives, with crash survivor and United director Bobby Charlton joined by Bolton president Nat
Lofthouse in leading out the two teams. A memorial service was held at Old Trafford on 6 February Before
the game, pictures of the players who lost their lives at Munich were displayed on big screens, and England
players wore black armbands. There was also a tribute to the Busby Babes in the match programme. In the
event, it was generally well-observed, but a small number of supporters made whistles and cat-calls and the
referee cut the silence short after less than 30 seconds. This was followed by a minute silence, which, despite
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previous concerns, was respected by all the fans. Manchester City won 2â€”1 thanks to first half goals from
Darius Vassell and debutant Benjani. Written by an anonymous author, later revealed to be Eric Winter, the
editor of the magazine Sing, [] the song was recorded and released by Liverpool folk band The Spinners on
their debut album "Quayside Songs Old and New". Most recently, the English band The Futureheads named
their album News and Tributes in honour of the disaster. The title track pays tribute to those who lost their
lives, [] and includes the verse: Cut down in their prime, In silence, on that day, February 58, they got what
they need, From Belgrade and back home to sleep Film[ edit ] Barry Navidi, producer of the film The
Merchant of Venice , was reported to be working on a script for a Hollywood film about the Munich air crash.
The Manchester Evening News reported on 22 April that the survivors had not been consulted and were
concerned about how accurate the film would be. Unless you were there, how could you know what
conversations took place? The programme was met with criticism from former United winger Albert Scanlon ,
who claimed that it was full of inaccuracies despite the production having consulted him about the content of
the documentary. Errors in the programme included the depiction of Jimmy Murphy giving a pre-match team
talk in Belgrade, despite him being in Cardiff at the time, and the plane being shown as only half full when
nearly every seat was occupied. He met and talked with some of the first rescuers who had arrived on the
scene. A made-for-television film United , written by Chris Chibnall and directed by James Strong for the
BBC , tells the story of the crash and the subsequent rebuilding of Manchester United as a footballing force.
The story was seen largely through the eyes of coach Jimmy Murphy , who became de facto manager of the
team while Busby recovered from the crash. The role of Murphy was played by David Tennant. Other[ edit ]
The University of Salford honoured Munich victim Eddie Colman by naming one of its halls of residence after
him.
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2: The Busby Babes - Men of Magic!
The Busby Babes: Men of Magic [Max Arthur, Sir Alex Ferguson] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. On February 6, , a plane took off from a snowy Munich airport carrying probably the finest club side the
world has ever known.

Ray Wood died 9 July Aged 71 This is the famous Busby Babes - probably one of the best teams that has ever
been put together certainly in England, possibly in Europe, maybe the World! Their defensive work was
legend, their attacking awesome. At the time of the air crash they were devastating Europe with their skills and
at home, in the first division, making history. One of the best games ever seen in England saw them win an
amazing game at Arsenal against an extremely strong Arsenal team. It was on 1st February , it was to be their
last game together on English soil. The team was the same that was to play Red Star Belgrade the following
Wednesday. Duncan Edwards opened the scoring after 10 minutes with a goal of such power that the Arsenal
goalie was dumbstruck. Charlton, with a first time volley made it 2 - 0. Tommy Taylor made it 3 - 0 just
before half time. Suddenly, in the second half, the game took on a dramatic turn round with Arsenal levelling
the score in just three minutes! Dennis Viollet headed home to make it 4 - 3; Tommy Taylor then making it 5 3 before Arsenal pulled one back at 5 - 4. Both sets of fans rose, at the final whistle, to give both teams a
standing ovation. The teams left the pitch, exhausted, arm in arm. Utd at Arsenal 1st February Duncan
Edwards holding arms out, Harry Gregg on the floor. The stories revolving around this team were no less
extraordinary. Compared with modern players, who turn up for games in their expensive cars, in luxurious
coaches, the Babes would get the bus, alongside their fans, turning up at Old Trafford with boots in brown
paper bags or rushing to the ground from the coal mines where they worked Bill Foulkes! Some were seen
having a cigarette walking to the ground! They would walk into Old Trafford, signing autographs for the fans
as they came in, super heroes who were ordinary lads nonetheless. I hope you enjoy your visit to this little
piece of history. The Manchester Evening News are responsible for some of the images contained within the
book. The players and staff boarding the Elizabethan to set off for Belgrade. The game finished Dennis
Viollet had opened the scoring after only 90 seconds. The dodgy referee disallowed a Charlton goal 14
minutes later. Then 40 yards out Charlton robbed Kostic of the ball ran 10 yards and lashed an unstoppable
shot into the net. Charlton then received the ball from Edwards, surrounded by Belgrade defenders, but found
the only gap and hammered the ball in for a lead. This they converted to make it The fans were trying to put
United off their stride by pelting them with snowballs. Then Red Star got a free kick 20 yards out. Kosic
picked the precise spot and levelled the score at in spite of Gregg getting his fingertips to the ball. The referee,
Kainer, was that bad, one reporter remarked that if a ball boy had slipped over, he would have given Red Star
a free kick! The crash scene, sifting through the debris. Sir Matt lies near death. A cortege leave Old Trafford.
The crash and the following days are well documented on the following url: The players who lost their lives at
Munich airport: The following personel survived: St Helens 1 January Manchester 20 September Aldershot 1
June Manchester 10 October Hebburn 11 June Died 9 July Aged Belfast 7 March Swansea 16 March
Ashington 11 October Manchester 8 September Salford 27 September Barnsley 29 January Dublin 1 April
Salford 1 November Adwick le Street 20 September Wombwell 15 June Born Dudley 1 October
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3: Manchester United players killed in Munich air crash | Football | The Guardian
The Busby Babes has 14 ratings and 2 reviews. Pete said: I was only 5 at the time of Munich. I can remember being 5,
but have no recollection of disaster.

Busby did not assume managerial command until October , after the start of the season, and his first act was to
appoint Jimmy Murphy as Reserve Team coach. The club captain was now Johnny Carey , an Irishman whose
normal position was right-back but who during his United career playing in every position except on the right
wing. They would repeat this twice, and though disappointed by this failure, they did deliver the FA Cup in ,
beating Blackpool 4â€”2 to claim their first major trophy for 37 years. It was the first of many trophies to
come. However, the side captained by Johnny Carey was beginning to show its age and a new set of players
had to be found. These changes resulted in the club finishing the â€”47 season as runners up in the First
Division, and in the club won the FA Cup, beating Blackpool 4â€”2 in the final. At the start of the following
season, Busby began selling some of the older players and replacing them with players from the Youth and
Reserve teams. David Pegg , Dennis Viollet , Duncan Edwards , and Bill Foulkes , aged between 16 and 21,
all made their first appearances in the â€”53 season. United finished eighth in and fifth in before winning the
league by an point margin in â€”56 with Tommy Taylor and Dennis Viollet leading the line for a side which
had an average age of only Only two players in the team, Roger Byrne and Johnny Berry , had collected
medals in both the and title winning campaigns. One of the stars of the team was Duncan Edwards , who set
the record as the youngest player ever to be capped for England when he played against Scotland at the age of
17 and 8 months. The record stood for more than 40 years before being broken in by Michael Owen , who
would play for United more than a decade later. His legendary status is demonstrated by the fact that he placed
sixth in a poll of Manchester United fans, asking them to name the top 50 United players of all time - despite
his playing career lasting just five years and up to the age of The Championship was defended successfully in
, with Tommy Taylor scoring 22 goals, Liam Whelan getting 26 and a young Bobby Charlton grabbing 10
goals. The return leg was played at Maine Road as Old Trafford did not have any floodlights, and United won
10â€”0. This is still their record victory in a European match. Munich air disaster[ edit ] Main article: The
match ended in a 3â€”3 draw, but as United had already won the home leg 2â€”1, they won the tie 5â€”4 on
aggregate and reached the semi finals for the second year in succession. Takeoff had to be aborted twice
because of boost surging, a common problem in the "Elizabethan". The problem was caused by the fuel
mixture being too rich, which caused the engines to over-accelerate: The pilots were able to control the
surging on the third takeoff attempt, but as they reached the V1 "decision speed" after which it is unsafe to
abort takeoff , the airspeed suddenly dropped. The aircraft left the runway, crashed through a fence and into a
house. The left wing and the tail were ripped off, while the starboard side of the fuselage hit a fuel tank and
exploded. Officially, the cause of the accident was build-up of slush on the runway, which caused the aircraft
to lose speed, preventing it from achieving takeoff. Berry and Jackie Blanchflower survived but never played
again. Byrne, Taylor and Edwards were all regular members of the England team, with 70 caps and 21 goals
between them, while Pegg, Whelan, Berry and Blanchflower had all received full international recognition for
England, the Republic of Ireland or Northern Ireland. A total of 23 people died as a result of their injuries;
among them were four other passengers and two of the crew, as were eight sportswriters including former
Manchester City and England goalkeeper Frank Swift. Among the survivors were goalkeeper Harry Gregg ,
who had only just joined the club from Doncaster Rovers , full-back Bill Foulkes and forward Bobby
Charlton. The disaster bears similarities to the Superga air disaster in which wiped out the highly successful
Torino team; the air disaster in in Lima, Peru that killed 43 passengers the only survivor on the plane being a
member of the crew including the whole Alianza Lima squad, plus members of the cheer squad and the
coaching staff; a crash that killed 18 members of the Zambia national team ; and a air disaster that wiped out
Brazilian top-flight side Chapecoense. Rebuilding[ edit ] Jackie Blanchflower and Johnny Berry were injured
to such an extent that their playing careers were over, and Kenny Morgans was never the same player he had
been before the crash. Matt Busby himself was in hospital for two months recovering from multiple injuries.
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Initially his chances of surviving were thought to be no better than While Busby recovered in hospital, his
assistant Jimmy Murphy took temporary charge of team affairs Murphy had not gone to Yugoslavia with the
team, as he was managing the Welsh national side in a World Cup qualifier against Israel. United struggled in
the League after Munich, winning only one of their last 14 matches and finishing in ninth place. However,
they performed well in the FA Cup matches and made it to the final, but lost to Bolton 2â€”0. Although they
were sound long-term investments, the arrival of fresh blood failed to give the club an immediate leg-up in the
league. English rugby club Salford had toured France in the s wearing red shirts and became known as "The
Red Devils". Busby liked the sound of it, thinking a devil was more intimidating to opponents than angelic
babes - and also had to reflect the fact the side would now feature more experienced players. He declared
Manchester United should also be known as "The Red Devils" and soon the club began incorporating the devil
logo into match programmes and scarves. The mid-Sixties[ edit ] Manchester United badge in the s September
saw the debut of year-old forward George Best , completing the " holy trinity " of Charlton, Law and Best that
would help United to their successes of the s. In â€”64 Law scored 46 goals in all competitions. United
finished second that season, then won the League in â€”65 by goal average over a newly promoted Leeds
United , who would go on to be one of the dominant sides in English football over the next decade. That
season saw United go on a run of 13 wins in 15 games from Septemberâ€”December The rebuilding was
complete: United won another league title in â€”67, going unbeaten in their last 20 games and making sure of
top spot by winning 6â€”1 over West Ham , qualifying them for the European Cup the next season and laying
the groundwork for the climactic triumph of that era.
4: BBC SPORT | Book review: Men Of Magic
Mar 1, This Pin was discovered by Tahsin Ã‡elik. Discover (and save!) your own Pins on Pinterest.

5: The Busby Babes: Men of Magic by Max Arthur
The Busby Babes: Men of Magic by Max Arthur On 6 February , a plane took off from a snowy Munich airport carrying
probably the finest club side the world has ever known. Moments later, the aircraft crashed, killing some of the most
legendary names in British football.

6: the busby babes | eBay
This Pin was discovered by Julie Taylor. Discover (and save!) your own Pins on Pinterest.

7: Munich air disaster - Wikipedia
The Busby Babes: Men of Magic by Max Arthur starting at $ The Busby Babes: Men of Magic has 2 available editions to
buy at Half Price Books Marketplace.

8: History of Manchester United F.C. (â€“69) - Wikipedia
The Busby Babes by Max Arthur. On 6 February , a plane took off from a snowy Munich airport carrying probably the
The Busby Babes, Men of Magic by Max Arthur.

9: busby babes | eBay
To defend our faith, in Man United, The Busby Babes. We've all sworn allegiance, to fight till we die, to stand by United
and the Red flag we fly. There'll be no surrender, we'll fight to the last, defeat all before us, as we did in the past.
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